
Introduction
Intronic regions of HLA alleles are studied less frequently than exonic regions, but with the introduction of modern NGS targeting and library preparation methods that allow the amplification of 
full genes in a single reaction, the investigation of these relatively unknown regions became easier. To reveal the diversity of these sequences we are presenting the comparison of known intronic 
sequences described in version 3.19.0 of the IMGT/HLA database [1] and intronic consensus sequences obtained from a set of nearly two hundred samples sequenced with a long range PCR 
based targeted Illumina sequencing workflow.

Materials and Methods
197 clinical samples from diverse populations were sequenced to obtain short read data for Class-I (HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C) and some Class-II (HLA-DQB1,HLA-DRB1) HLA loci on an 
Illumina MiSeq instrument producing 2x250 bps long pairs. Consensus sequences were built using a de novo consensus generation method, available in Omixon HLA TWIN™. Intronic sequences 
were extracted from the IMGT/HLA database and duplicate sequences were removed before further analysis. Non-coding regions of consensus sequences were selected using a pairwise alignment 
of the consensus and the best matching allele pair(s) selected by Omixon HLA TWIN. Novel intronic sequences were extracted from the generated consensus sequences for those introns where 
there was a corresponding sequence in IMGT/HLA. Note, in HLA-DRB1 and HLA-DQB1, intron 1 was only partially covered, only partial results are available for these loci. Only novelties 
supported by at least 20 reads and located outside of low complexity regions were counted. For the selected introns a multiple sequence alignment using ClustalW2 [2] was generated for all 
sequences extracted from the database and the novel consensus sequences. To visualize base frequency differences between alignments of sequences originating from the database and alignments 
created using both the database and the consensus sequences, a sequence logo figure was created using WebLogo [3]. For selected introns, sequence similarity trees were generated using a generic 
DNA substitution matrix and  UPGMA clustering in JalView [4]. Trees were formatted using TreeGraph 2 [5].
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Conclusions
•	 Altogether, more than seventy different novelties were found in 197 analysed samples. Class II loci provided an especially high number of novel intron sequences. In many cases, the same, 

previously not described sequences were observed in multiple different samples which suggests that possibly even fairly common variations are not documented in the IMGT/HLA database. 

•	 Most novel introns differed only slightly (i.e. in a single base) from one of the documented introns, but in some cases a more significant distance between the novel sequence and the closest 
documented sequence was observed. 

•	 Although there are known difficulties in sequencing low-complexity / GC-rich regions, a whole-gene NGS approach can reveal many novel polymorphisms and by obtaining fully phased 
consensuses it is possible to fill the gaps in reference sequences containing only exons.

Intron 1 Intron 2 Intron 3 Intron 4 Intron 5 Intron 6 Intron 7

HLA-A 1 (1) 0 2 (2) 0 1 (1) 2 (1) 1 (1)

HLA-B 2 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 0 0 0 -

HLA-C 0 0 1 (1) 0 10 (2) 0 8 (6)

HLA-DQB1 1 (1) 29 (19) 7 (1) 10 (2) 0 - -

HLA-DRB1 47 (9) 82 (21) 22 (3) 0 0 - -

Number of novelties in non-coding regions and the number of novel position types (in parentheses). Novel position types were counted using the following 
criteria: a new type was added to the list if there was no type already on the list where all inspected fields (best matching allele, coordinate of novel position, 
reference base and novel base) matched the inspected position. This shows that for example for HLA-C there are 10 consensuses showing novelties in intron 5, 
but these were produced by only two novel consensuses referring to intron 5. Only novelties that are supported by at least 20 reads and are not located in low 
complexity regions are shown in this table.

Sequence logo for intron 7 of HLA-C. For the top logo, only intron sequences found in IMGT/HLA v3.19.0 were used, for the bottom logo, both novel sequences and introns from the database were included. Despite being only 167 base pairs long, this intron gives 8 novel calls, resulting in 6 novel intron 7 sequences. Three positions 
(depicted by red background) showing the positions of novelties.  

Sequence Logo

Average distance of HLA-C intron 7 sequences in the database and novel intron 7 sequences found 
in the dataset. The branches are colored by distance (blue->red, close->far). Note, that although 
the intron 7 sequence of sample 109-Pool-consensus1 does match an already defined sequence in 
the database, the full consensus sequence for this sample can still be considered novel.

Novel HLA-C intron 7: four well supported novel positions in HLA-C intron 7 of sample 30-Pool. 
The whole genomic sequences of the two alleles are phased, the novel intron is present only for the 
allele HLA-C*05:01:01:02

Repeat count variations of a low complexity intronic region in HLA-DRB1 intron 2. All variations 
have some supporting reads, but sequencing problems and artifacts caused by the characteristics 
of the targeted region can introduce artificial novelties e.g. in low complexity or extremely GC-rich 
regions. Novelties like these were excluded from this analysis.
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Intron 1 Intron 2 Intron 3 Intron 4 Intron 5 Intron 6 Intron 7

Defined Unique Set Defined Unique Set Defined Unique Set Defined Unique Set Defined Unique Set Defined Unique Set Defined Unique Set

HLA-A 145 12 145 24 145 22 145 8 145 17 145 8 145 15

HLA-B 194 17 194 30 194 25 194 8 193 27 194 13 - -

HLA-C 191 14 191 18 191 22 191 9 191 15 191 11 191 11

HLA-DQB1 20 12 20 14 20 10 20 12 3 2 - - - -

HLA-DRB1 27 22 27 24 27 16 27 13 27 15 - - - -

Number of alleles with definition for a region (“Defined”) and number of unique sequences in database (“Unique set”). Both counts are based on version 3.19.0 
of the IMGT/HLA database. Although there are for example 145 fully defined genomic sequences for HLA-A, there are only 12 and 24 unique intron 1 and intron 2 
sequences respectively. The low diversity of introns in the database is valid for all the loci investigated.


